David is pursuing his dream of becoming an internationally known self-help
personality that will afford him the opportunity to achieve his personal goal of
reaching 10 million people in 10 years. His ambition is to help people forge their
personal self-confidence and teach them to dedicate themselves toward living s
Team orientated lifestyle, or “Team Life”, David’s high energy and endless
motivation inspires all those who come in contact with him to live life to its
fullest.
David served 8 years in the Naval Special Warfare Community as a SEAL student,
Combat Paramedic, Operator and Instructor. He has participated in clandestine
operations in the Middle East, South Asia, South East Asia and Operation Enduring
Freedom in Afghanistan. Since his honorable discharge from the Navy in 2003 he
has continued traveling extensively as an international training specialist for the
US Government and one of the largest private security firms in the world. David
has inspired commandos around the globe to push themselves past any and all
known limitations. His masterful ability to motivate enables people from all walks
of life to achieve success in any environmental imaginable.
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Motivational Speaker, Actor, Author and Coach Since 2006 David has been
motivating audiences and individuals across America and Canada with his uniquely
high impact, highly emotional style of speaking, writing and coaching. His
Froglogic Concept is derived from the 60+ years of operational successes within
the UDT/SEAL community. He has combined his incredible personal story with a
proven track record of the SEAL Teams to create a simple healthy lifestyle.As the
American business community embarks upon the greatest comeback since the
‘Great Depression’, it faces the extraordinary chall...

Testimonials
"David Rutherford had many great points, like no one is born elite, to succeed
we have to break out of our comfort zones (we need to get cold, wet, and
sandy), we have to have re-occurring training, paying attention to the details is
critical, and everyone leads. So much of real leadership, whether in the military,
a corporation, or within our family, is truly built on us leading by example.
Listening to my brother and David share war stories and talk about what the
troops are really going through has been an eye opening experience for me. As
family, we often are shielded from the truth. So, I want to encourage each of you
to go out of your way to thank the next man or woman you see in uniform
because most of us truly do not understand the magnitude of their sacrifice."
- Lipscomb & Pitts.
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